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Case History

MIM and nonlinear least-squares inversions of AEM data in Barataria
basin, Louisiana

Melissa Whitten Bryan∗, Kenneth W. Holladay‡, Clyde J. Bergeron, Jr.∗, Juliette W. Ioup∗,
and George E. Ioup∗

ABSTRACT

An airborne electromagnetic survey was performed
over the marsh and estuarine waters of the Barataria
basin of Louisiana. Two inversion methods were applied
to the measured data to calculate layer thicknesses and
conductivities: the modified image method (MIM) and
a nonlinear least-squares method of inversion using two
two-layer forward models and one three-layer forward
model, with results generally in good agreement. Uni-
form horizontal water layers in the near-shore Gulf of
Mexico with the fresher (less saline, less conductive)
water above the saltier (more saline, more conductive)
water can be seen clearly. More complex near-surface
layering showing decreasing salinity/conductivity with

depth can be seen in the marshes and inland areas. The
first-layer water depth is calculated to be 1–2 m, with
the second-layer water depth around 4 m. The first-layer
marsh and beach depths are computed to be 0–3 m, and
the second-layer marsh and beach depths vary from 2 to
9 m. The first-layer water conductivity is calculated to
be 2–3 S/m, with the second-layer water conductivity
around 3 to 4 S/m and the third-layer water conductivity
4–5 S/m. The first-layer marsh conductivity is computed
to be mainly 1–2 S/m, and the second- and third-layer
marsh conductivities vary from 0.5 to 1.5 S/m, with the
conductivities decreasing as depth increases except on
the beach, where layer three has a much higher conduc-
tivity, ranging up to 3 S/m.

INTRODUCTION

A frequency-domain airborne active electromagnetic
(AEM) system determines ground and water conductivity by
generating low-frequency electromagnetic fields and measur-
ing the induced secondary field whose strength is a function
of the conductivity of the surface below the sensor (Fountain,
1998). The measured fields are a volume average over the lat-
eral footprint of the sensor (which depends on the instrument
height) and the depth of penetration of the field (Xie et al.,
1998). The penetration of the field depends on the conduc-
tivity of the ground or water and the frequency of the field
(Kovacs et al., 1995). Various schemes have been implemented
for inverting frequency-domain AEM fields to obtain layer
thickness and conductivities (see, for example, Anderson, 1979;
Sengpiel, 1983; Bergeron, 1986; Won and Smits, 1987; Pelletier
and Holladay, 1994; Huang and Fraser, 1996; Ellis, 1998).
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Good agreement has been found between modified image
method (MIM) inversion results in the Gulf of Mexico with
conductivity/temperature/depth (CTD) casts along flight lines
and ground-based measurements in this area (Bergeron et al.,
1998, 1999, 2001). This demonstrates the validity of the MIM
inversion technique and the stability of the AEM measurement
system. Results from a nonlinear least-squares method have
previously been verified in other areas with depths obtained
from NOAA bathymetric charts (Pelletier and Holladay, 1994).

To compare inversions over both water and land, an AEM
survey over the marsh and estuarine waters of the Barataria
basin of Louisiana was conducted in 1995. Inversions for layer
thicknesses and conductivities using MIM and a nonlinear
least-squares method are performed and described in this
paper. Two different forward models for the nonlinear least-
squares inversions are used. The outline of the paper is as fol-
lows: Survey data acquisition and general data processing are
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MIM and LS Inversion of AEM Data 1127

discussed, followed by a description of the field data correc-
tions applied before inversion. Next are sections outlining the
MIM and least-squares inversion techniques used to compute
the layer thicknesses and conductivities. Results are then pre-
sented and conclusions drawn.

DATA ACQUISITION

The AEM field data used in this analysis are part of the re-
sults of a survey of Barataria Bay, Louisiana, collected in June
1995. The survey was conducted by U.S. Navy personnel based
at Stennis Space Center, Mississippi, using a Naval Research
Laboratory AEM system (Pelletier and Wu, 1989; Mozley et al.,
1991; Pelletier and Holladay, 1994; Bergeron et al., 1998, 1999,
2001). This survey was performed over the marsh and estuarine
waters of the Barataria basin as a part of an integrated study
of the hydrology and carbon cycle of the basin. A global posi-
tioning system was used to geoposition the data. Latitudes and
longitudes were recorded in degrees to six decimal places. The
bird was flown at an approximate altitude of 18 m above the
surface. The radar altimeter on the bird failed, and the system
altitude was determined from the highest frequency AEM field
measurements. Of the more than 350 km of data points taken,
the data discussed in this paper comprise approximately 45 km
taken from flight lines 2 and 6. Figure 1 shows the survey area
with these flight lines overlaid.

FIG. 1. Barataria basin, Louisiana, survey area with flight lines
2, 4, and 6 marked. Flight line 2 (blue) is to the south over the
Gulf of Mexico, beach, and marsh. Flight line 6 (red) is to the
north over marsh and land.

The AEM system primary waveform was digitally con-
structed from the cosine functions of six frequencies: 29 970,
11 670, 4530, 1770, 690, and 270 Hz (Pelletier and Wu, 1989;
Mozley et al., 1991; Pelletier and Holladay, 1994; Bergeron
et al., 1998, 1999, 2001). The amplitude and phase of the sec-
ondary fields at these frequencies were determined by digitally
convolving the measured secondary field with the original co-
sine functions. The fields were sampled 30 times per second
and averaged to produce one data point per second.

Water temperature and conductivity samples were taken just
prior to the AEM flights at depths along the part of flight line 2
that was over the Gulf of Mexico. Those samples were used to
calibrate the AEM fields in the lateral footprint of these points
(Bergeron et al., 1998, 1999, 2001).

DATA PROCESSING

The total field resulting from an AEM source near a con-
ducting medium can be modeled as a primary dipole field plus
a secondary field generated by induced currents in the conduct-
ing medium. Sommerfeld provided the first formal solution
for this problem (Sommerfeld, 1909). The resultant secondary
field is complex, with both in-phase and quadrature compo-
nents, and is given in terms of integral expressions developed
by Sommerfeld (Frischknecht, 1967). The integral has the form
of a Hankel transform, an integral transform whose kernel is a
zeroth-order Bessel function.

The processing for this paper is based on two- and three-layer
models. The model parameters are defined as the altitude of
the transmitter/receiver coils h, the layer depth di , and the layer
conductivity σi , where the subscript denotes the layer number.

FIELD DATA CORRECTIONS

Drift corrections to the raw data are made by a linear in-
terpolation procedure (Bergeron et al., 2001). High-altitude
secondary field data (which should be zero) recorded at the
beginnings and ends of the flight lines provide the endpoints
for the linear drift correction functions.

The secondary field varies inversely with the cube of the
altitude. Therefore, variations in the secondary field caused by
vertical excursions of the AEM system can hide changes in the
field associated with changes in the conductivity along the flight
path. Hence, a continuation procedure is applied to the field
data to remove the altitude-induced variation in the secondary
field (Bergeron et al., 1989b, 1998, 1999).

MIM INVERSION

The modified image method is an algebraic representation
of the secondary field computed from the measured fields
(Bergeron, 1986; Bergeron et al., 1989a, b, 2001); therefore, it
is a computationally fast, efficient method of calculating layer
thicknesses and conductivities. In the MIM representation the
source of the secondary field is an approximate image of the
primary dipole located at a complex depth below the earth’s
surface.

The main computational quantity of MIM is R, which is
the total complex distance between the primary dipole and
the secondary dipole in the conductor, scaled in units of the
transmitter/receiver coil spacing ρ. The altitude of the bird is
h, the complex effective skin depth is δef f , and the first-layer
skin depth is δ1; δef f and δ1 are obtained from R (Bergeron
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1128 Bryan et al.

et al., 1998, 2001). The computed value of R is given in terms of
the measured field. For a horizontal coplanar transmitter and
receiver coil configuration, R is related to the ratio Z of the
secondary and primary fields (Bergeron et al., 1989a, 2001) as

R= 2Z2 − 1
(Z2 + 1)5/2

, (1)

where R is a function of frequency. Wait’s multilayer correction
factor Q (Wait, 1951, 1991; Bergeron et al., 2001) is calculated
from R, i.e., Qexp is computed from the experimental data:

Qexp( f ) = ρR( f )− 2h

(1− i )δ1( f )
. (2)

Initially, R( f1) is computed from the fields at f1, the highest
system frequency, and Qexp( f1) is assumed equal to 1. Then h
and δ1 are determined from the highest frequency data using
equation (2) (Bergeron et al., 2001). The conductivity σ1 of the
first layer is computed from δ1. Thicknesses and conductivities
for lower layers are obtained sequentially using fields at
decreasing frequencies. For the second-highest frequency the
first-layer skin depth is assumed modified by the penetration
of the fields into the second layer and corrections to first-layer
values obtained by iteration. The procedure is outlined and
general multilayer equations for depth and conductivity are
given by Bergeron et al. (2001).

LEAST-SQUARES INVERSION

Nonlinear least-squares inversion methods use estimated
values for model parameters and a forward model to predict
the response to a signal transmitted by the source; they then
compare this response to the actual measured data. The dis-
crepancies between the predicted and the measured data are
used to improve the parameter estimates. The procedure is it-
erated to further improve the estimates (Moré, 1978; Fletcher,
1987; Press et al., 1989; Visual Numerics, 1994; Nocedal and
Wright, 1999).

A two-layer, i.e., one layer and a half-space, forward algo-
rithm has been used by Pelletier and Holladay (1994) for non-
linear least-squares inversion of data from the Cape Lookout
area at the southern end of North Carolina’s Outer Banks to
obtain relatively good agreement with ground truth. The two-
layer forward model (W-S model) is based on an algorithm
described by Won and Smits (1987).

A multiple-layer forward algorithm coded as the EMLOOPS
program (Anderson, 1979) was obtained from the USGS, mod-
ified, and used to compute frequency-domain responses for a
horizontal coplanar loop–loop orientation. It is based on evalu-
ating the Sommerfeld integrals (Sommerfeld, 1909; Wait, 1951,
1991). The subroutine can include up to ten layers. Both the
two-layer W-S model and the multiple-layer EMLOOPS-based
model are used to invert the data discussed here.

Different combinations of frequencies provide different in-
formation about the test area being studied. For least-squares
methods using a two-layer forward algorithm, at least three
frequencies must be used to determine the least-squares resid-
uals. For the multiple-layer algorithms, there must be at least
one more frequency than the number of model layers to deter-
mine the residuals. However, in both the W-S and EMLOOPS
models, more than the minimum required number of frequen-
cies can be used with the least-squares programs. The minimum

residuals will never be zero because of the noise of the AEM
measuring system and because of model misfit. Model misfit
occurs when a layered model uses an inadequate number of
layers to describe the physical system or the physical system is
simply not well modeled using layers.

RESULTS

The AEM data are inverted using MIM and least squares to
produce layer depths and conductivities along two representa-
tive flight lines from the Barataria basin survey. For the least-
squares two- and three-layer models, using the MIM output
values as the initial guess parameters at each point produces
the results shown in Figures 2–5 below. Other initial values re-
quire more least-squares iterations (more computer time) but
eventually converge to the same results.

Figure 2 shows results of inversions along flight line 2 using
two-layer models, i.e., one layer and a half-space. The south-
ernmost part of flight line 2 between approximately 28.98◦ and
29.12◦ latitude lies over the Gulf of Mexico. The northernmost
part of flight line 2 above approximately 29.12◦ latitude is over
beach and land. Figure 2a shows the first-layer thickness versus

FIG. 2. Flight line 2 two-layer models for MIM compared to
both least-squares two-layer models. (a) Depth vs. latitude.
(b) Conductivity vs. latitude.
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latitude. Figure 2b shows σ1, the conductivity of the first layer,
and σ2, the conductivity of the half-space, versus latitude. The
MIM and both of the nonlinear least-squares two-layer models
are in very good agreement for the layer depth over water. If the
first-layer parameters are approximately correct in a two-layer
model, the second-layer conductivity can be attributed to the
conductivity of the lower half-space (Pelletier and Holladay,
1994; Bergeron et al., 1989a, 1998, 1999). In areas where the
water depth is at least 1.5 m, both nonlinear least-squares two-
layer models agree well with the MIM results for the first-layer
conductivity, as shown in Figure 2b. In the same region, the
second-layer conductivities from both nonlinear least-squares
two-layer models show fairly good agreement with MIM, al-
though slightly larger in value.

The relative flatness and continuity to the left in Figure 2a
indicates the relatively flat layering of the Gulf of Mexico water
in comparison to the more scattered values, indicating variable
layering on the shore, to the right in the figure. Figure 2b shows
that the conductivity of the second layer of the Gulf water is
higher than that of the first layer. This is expected since the
first layer is less saline (lower conductivity) water floating on
top of heavier, more saline, deeper Gulf water (Wiseman and
Garvine, 1995; Bianchi et al., 1999; Rabalais and Turner, 2001).
Conductivities of the beach and shore (to the right of Figure 2b)
are lower and do not show obvious layering because the earth
material is more mixed.

The least-squares W-S two-layer model was run using var-
ious combinations of frequencies to determine the effect of
frequency. The shapes of the plots remain relatively constant
and are in good agreement with the MIM two-layer model that
uses the top two frequencies.

Figure 3 shows depths and conductivities versus latitude
from inversions using MIM and least-squares EMLOOPS
three-layer models along flight line 2. The MIM three-layer
model first- and second-layer depths agree well with the cor-
responding nonlinear least-squares EMLOOPS three-layer
model depths, as shown in Figure 3a. The first-layer conduc-
tivity σ1 and second-layer conductivity σ2 from the MIM three-
layer program are in very good agreement with those values
from the EMLOOPS three-layer models, as shown in Figure 3b.
However, values for the third-layer conductivity obtained by
the least-squares EMLOOPS three-layer model are more scat-
tered than those obtained using the MIM three-layer program.
This noisy effect is attributed to model misfit that appears as
noise in the least-squares algorithms.

Figure 3a also shows the layering of the Gulf water to the
left with less continuous layers on shore to the right. Figure 3b
shows that the conductivity of each lower layer is larger than
the previous layer because of the increasing salinity of the Gulf
waters with depth (Wiseman and Garvine, 1995; Bianchi et al.,
1999; Rabalais and Turner, 2001).

The least-squares EMLOOPS three-layer model is also
run using various combinations of frequencies. Values for
second- and third-layer conductivity using the least-squares
EMLOOPS three-layer model with four frequencies are in-
creasingly scattered as the number of frequencies used in-
creases from four to six. Scatter increases with layer depth.

Figures 4 and 5 present layer depths and conductivities ver-
sus latitude for flight line 6, which is over marsh and land to the
north of flight line 2 (see Figure 1). Figure 4 shows two-layer
model results, and Figure 5 presents three-layer results. For

data taken over areas where the water is less than 2 m deep,
or over marsh or land, the inversion results for both MIM and
nonlinear least-squares models are more variable. The inver-
sion results have agreement that varies from very good to sig-
nificant disagreement. Values from both least-squares models
are consistently more scattered than those obtained with MIM,
probably from the effects of noise sensitivity.

Data taken along flight line 6 indicate the sensitivity of MIM
and least-squares models to the homogeneity of sediment be-
low the flight line. In Figure 1, a canal cuts the flight line at
29.297◦ latitude. South of the canal (between approximately
29.204◦ and 29.297◦ latitude), the region is marshy. Layering is
more likely, with sediment below water (Bianchi et al., 1999).
North of the canal, at latitudes greater than 29.297◦, the sur-
face becomes a region with more solid land areas mixed with
areas of water (Bianchi et al., 1999). Uniform horizontal layers
are less likely, especially near the surface. In Figures 4 and 5
for latitudes greater than 29.297◦, values for first-layer depth
and conductivity are more variable than those to the south.
As shown in Figures 4b and 5b, MIM second- and third-layer
conductivities show more continuity than those obtained using

FIG. 3. Flight line 2 three-layer models for MIM compared to
the EMLOOPS least-squares three-layer model. (a) Depth vs.
latitude. (b) Conductivity vs. latitude.
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the least-squares method. Conductivities (salinities) decrease
with depth over the marsh and land, in contrast to the con-
ductivity (salinity) increase with depth of the Gulf of Mexico
water.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates the good agreement of MIM inver-
sion with nonlinear least-squares methods for both two- and
three-layer models. The computing time for 477 sets of data
points using the MIM two-layer model is 2.09 s, while that
for the least-squares W-S two-layer model is 4.78 s. The least-
squares EMLOOPS two-layer model has a computing time of
28.57 s for the same number of points. Very little improvement
in the inversion is obtained by using least squares after MIM.

The computing times using the least-squares W-S two-
layer model (11.32 s) and the least-squares EMLOOPS model
(59.86 s) are large when a bad initial guess is given for the model
parameters, i.e., when the MIM output values are not used as
the initial forward model values. The least-squares models have
two significant sources of error: noise sensitivity and model
misfit.

FIG. 4. Flight line 6 two-layer models for MIM compared to
both least-squares two-layer models. (a) Depth vs. latitude.
(b) Conductivity vs. latitude.

Both MIM and least-squares methods can be useful for in-
version of AEM data to obtain layer depths and conductivities
in estuarine and marshy environments. In the near-shore Gulf
of Mexico, the water near the surface is in the form of uniform
horizontal fresh layers, less saline and less conductive than the
deeper water. The first layer water depth is about 1–2 m with a
conductivity calculated to be 2–3 S/m. The second layer water
depth is about 4 m with conductivity 3–4 S/m. The third layer
water conductivity is 4–5 S/m. In the marshes and inland ar-
eas, more complex near-surface layering is observed which
shows decreasing salinity/conductivity with depth. The first
layer marsh and beach depths are computed to be 0–3 m with
conductivity computed to be mainly 1–2 S/m. The second layer
marsh and beach depths range from 2 to 9 m. The second and
third layer marsh conductivities range from 0.5 to 1.5 S/m, with
the conductivities decreasing as depth increases. The beach
third layer has a much higher conductivity, ranging up to 3 S/m.
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